
Banbury Cricket Club are the leading Oxfordshire Cricket 
Club, playing their Cricket in the ECB Home Counties 
Premier League.

With first teams, youth setups and reserve teams all 
using the facilities regularly as well as offering meeting 
facilities and venue hire they had a substantial energy bill. 
They began by looking for a way to fix their energy costs, 
reducing their overheads and allowing them to manage 
future expenses more effectively.

They needed to engage the services of a company who 
could take control and manage the process for them. With 
both the Club Trust and the Club’s Ltd company requiring 
energy management they instructed Fidelity Energy to 
manage the transition.

Our expert team began with assessing the current energy 
bills and usage of the cricket club. We could then engage 
our suppliers, working out the best method for providing 
the ideal solution to suit the club’s unique situation.

With the complexities that existed we had to call on our all 
resources and employ a range of strategies to secure a deal 
that give the club what they were looking for. This resulted 
in a deal that provided the club with a fixed rate, fixed term 
at a saving on their original contracts.

Martin Phillips, Chairman at Banbury Cricket Club, said 
“Fidelity Energy has been acting for Banbury Cricket 
Club as our energy broker recently. We have found them 
to be pleasant and most efficient and worked hard to 
obtain some very favourable prices, fixed for a lengthy 
period of time. Banbury Cricket Club has an unusual make 
up, consisting of a Club Trust and a limited company. 
It was therefore a fairly involved and a one-off set of 
circumstances, but Fidelity Energy saw this as a challenge 
and not an insurmountable obstacle. I would have no 
hesitation in recommending Fidelity Energy to any sports 
club looking to make savings on energy bills.”
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